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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the use of reinforcement
learning (RL) techniques to the problem of determining dynamic prices in an electronic retail market. As representative models, we consider a single seller market and a two
seller market, and formulate the dynamic pricing problem
in a setting that easily generalizes to markets with more
than two sellers. We ﬁrst formulate the single seller dynamic pricing problem in the RL framework and solve the
problem using the Q-learning algorithm through simulation. Next we model the two seller dynamic pricing problem as a Markovian game and formulate the problem in the
RL framework. We solve this problem using actor-critic algorithms through simulation. We believe our approach to
solving these problems is a promising way of setting dynamic prices in multi-agent environments. We illustrate the
methodology with two illustrative examples of typical retail
markets.

1 Introduction
Sellers have always faced the problem of setting the right
prices for goods and services that would generate the maximum revenue for them. The advent of the Internet and electronic commerce has led to pricing of goods and services to
move from from a ﬁxed pricing model to a dynamic pricing model. According to Bichler et al [1], there are two
important reasons for this shift from ﬁxed pricing to dynamic pricing: (1) reduction of transaction costs associated
with dynamic pricing by eliminating the need for buyers and
sellers to be physically present in time and space to participate in markets; (2) the Internet has increased the number of
customers and amount of competition thus leading to price
uncertainty and demand volatility. Businesses and retailers
have now realized that using a single ﬁxed price in volatile
Internet markets can be inefﬁcient and ineffective.
The common problem to any seller in an electronic re-
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tail market is that, given a product, how should one vary the
price over time and how much discrimination is to be given
to different customers. In this paper we discuss how sellers
can use algorithmic methods or automated pricing agents
(also called price bots [7]), to determine optimal dynamic
prices that maximize their revenue. In particular, we investigate the use of reinforcement learning (RL) techniques
and algorithms such as Q-learning [18], and actor-critic algorithms [8] in solving dynamic pricing problems.

1.1 Related Work
The use of learning-based models in solving dynamic
pricing problems is relatively recent. Lawrence [9] considers the problem of pricing a bid by a seller in a multi-seller
procurement situation. Machine learning is used to learn
directly the probability of winning from a database of bid
transactions with known outcomes.
Ravikumar, Gupta, and Kumar [5] consider a web-based
multi-unit Dutch auction where the auctioneer progressively
decrements per unit price of the items and model the problem of ﬁnding a decrementing sequence of prices so as to
maximize total expected revenue, in the presence of uncertainty with regard to arrival pattern of bidders and their individual price-demand curves. The above decision problem is modeled as a single agent RL in an uncertain nonstationary auction environment. Under the assumption of
independent bidder valuations, the authors develop a ﬁnite
horizon Markov decision process model with undiscounted
returns and solve it using a Q-learning algorithm.
Ravikumar, Saluja, and Batra [12] study a service market environment with two sellers who compete to service a
stream of buyers who are of two varieties, informed and uninformed. They assume that both the sellers follow an RLbased adaptive behavior and model the system as a general
sum Markovian game. They propose an actor-critic type
of RL scheme (a variant of the scheme proposed by Konda
and Borkar [8] and provide experimental results on convergence.
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1.2 Contributions
In this paper, we investigate the dynamic pricing problem in a typical retail market where there is a single seller or
multiple (competing) sellers. The customers (or buyers) are
distinguished into two categories, shoppers and captives,
following the model of Varian [17]. Shoppers go after volume discounts whereas captives do not base their decisions
on considerations such as volume discounts. For example,
a captive may typically buy one item at a item without worrying about the price. The decision problem here is to determine the optimal prices to be chosen by the seller(s) so
as to maximize revenue, under the assumed behavior of the
customers and the environment.
First, we consider a single-seller market and model the
dynamic pricing problem as a Markov decision process.
Since the seller does not know the environment dynamics
completely, we ﬁnd it natural to use Q-learning which is an
RL-based procedure for solving Markovian decision problems.
Next, we consider a two-seller market and model the dynamic pricing problem as a two-person stochastic game,
where both the players (that is, sellers) follow RL-based
adaptive behavior. Q-learning based multi-agent algorithms
have been suggested in [6, 10, 11]. We consider a generalsum Markovian game and use an actor-critic-type of RL
scheme such as proposed in [8, 3, 12]. Like in [12], we
model the two players as two actor-critic learners, with each
player associated with one pair of actor (policy) and critic
(policy evaluation). We adopt the actors on different time
scales with the intuition that, the slower player sees the
other player to be in equilibrium and the faster player sees
the other player as quasi-static and hence, both the game
might likely converge to a Nash equilibrium. Different actors at different time scales is a reasonable model when the
players’ capabilities in acquiring information are different.
By a simulation study, we show how a player (seller) learns
his optimal policy in such a dynamic pricing game of twoplayers (two competing sellers) of a retail market.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some background on reinforcement learning, particularly on Q-learning and actor-critic algorithms. Section
3 presents the single-seller dynamic pricing model, application of Q-learning algorithm, and simulation results. Section 4 presents the two-seller dynamic pricing model, application of two actor-critic learners, and simulation results.

2 Reinforcement Learning: An Overview
The term reinforcement learning (RL) originates in studies of learning behavior of animals. Mathematically, it falls
somewhere between the supervised and unsupervised learning paradigms of pattern recognition. RL neither calls for

exact information about error from the environment, nor
works with no information from the environment. RL expects a ”reinforcement signal” from the environment indicating whether or not the latest move is in the right direction. RL procedures have been established as powerful and
practical methods for solving Markovian Decision Problems (MDP).

2.1 Markov Decision Process (MDP)
Consider a process, observed at time epochs t = 0, 1, ...,
to be in one of the states i S. After observing the state of
the process an action a
          is taken,
where A is the set of all possible actions. If the process is
in state i at time n and action a is chosen, then two things
occur, (1) we incur a cost/reward R(i,a) (2) the next state of
the system is chosen according to the transition probabilities
  . If we let  denote the process at time  and 
the action chosen at that time, then assumption (2) can be
stated as:

 

       
             

(1)

We suppose that we always work with the case where
 i,a. A policy is any rule for choosing
actions. An important subclass of policies is the class
of stationary policies. A policy is said to be stationary
if the action it chooses at time n only depends on the
state of the process at time n, so stationary policy is a
  . If policy is employed, then
function
 
     is a Markov chain with transition
probabilities   , it is for this reason the process is
called a Markov decision process. A stationary randomized
policy can be considered as a map       ( (...)
= the space of probability vectors on ”...”), which gives the
conditional probabilities of  given  for all     .

   

To determine policies that are in some sense optimal,
we consider the inﬁnite horizon discounted return as our
optimal criterion. This criterion assumes a discount factor
   , and among all policies , attempts to maximize   where

     

½

(2)
      

The function       is called the value function for

policy . The use of a discount factor is economically motivated by the fact that the value of money earned tomorrow
is worth discounted amount today. The optimal value of the
value function, is:

 £      
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(3)

An important equation that
mality equation[13]:

       

satisﬁes is Bellman’s opti-

 



  



(4)

satisﬁes Bellman’s equation can be exThe fact that
plained as follows. In the above equation the term in square
brackets on the right hand side is the total reward that one
would get if action a is chosen at the ﬁrst time step and
then the system performs optimally in all future time steps.
 since that would viClearly, this term cannot exceed
, thus
satisﬁes the Bellman’s
olate the deﬁnition of
equation. It is also known that Bellman’s equation has a
unique solution [13]. Now the optimal decision problem
turns out to be ﬁnding .

2.2 Dynamic Programming Techniques
Two standard approaches to compute
iteration and policy iteration.

are value

Value iteration: This starts with an initial guess
and recursively iterates as per
optimal
·½    

   

 





for the

¼

  

 (5)

for  . Using Banach contraction mapping theorem, it
is easy to show that   at an exponential rate.
Policy iteration: This starts with initial stationary (randomized) policy ¼   , for an optimal policy, it does
iteratively for  as follows:
Step 1: Given  , ﬁnd    , satisfying
  

 

   





  

  



 

 (6)

Step 2 : Find
·½ 

then 

   







 




(7)

in ﬁnitely many steps.

  





  







 

(8)



(9)

Component wise, B can be written as follows:



  

   











 

  

  



(10)

For   , the operator   is a contraction operator because 
            . So 
is the unique solution to
 
. Of course, the operators  and   require knowledge of the state transition
probabilities. For getting more insight on the above issues,
refer [14], [2].
One has to have complete knowledge of transition probabilities   in order to solve the MDP problem by applying the above techniques. When we do not know the
environment dynamics (i.e. transition probabilities) we can
use reinforcement learning algorithms like Q-learning [18],
actor-critic algorithm [8], which are stochastic approximation counterparts of value iteration and policy iteration, respectively. These algorithms are used when the transition
probabilities   are not explicitly available but a transition with a prescribed probability can be simulated. We now
discuss the intuition behind appropriate simulation-based
versions of the above two algorithms, for more insights one
can refer [14]. The ﬁrst, of course, is that   is replaced
by a simulated transition as per the prescribed probabilities
 . In order for this to work, the algorithms should do
some averaging. This is ensured by using an incremental
version which makes only a small change in current iterates
at each step, weighted by a stochastic approximation-like
decreasing step size. Q-learning is a simulation-based version of the value iteration, where one works not with value
function , but the Q-value deﬁned by

      

 



  

 

(11)

Thus  satisﬁes

        

Convergence issues: In value iteration, we solve the nonlinear system of equations (5). Deﬁne the nonlinear value
iteration operator, B, in vector-form as



, B is a contraction operator because 
     . Therefore, the value
by usiteration algorithm can be proven to converge to
ing Banach contraction mapping theorem, and   at
an exponential rate.
In policy iteration, we evaluate a ﬁxed stationary policy
, which requires solving a linear system of equations (6).
Here also, we can deﬁne an operator   as
For  

  

     




(12)

The iterative scheme is

·½        



      (13)


If   are not available, in Q-learning one replaces the
above equation by

·½  
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(14)

We choose a sequence of step sizes such that
and
and    is a random variable with law

 
is the step size at the  iteration. We start
the algorithm by initializing the Q function and by simulation we get    and we calculate     ,
iteratively we update the function. Observe that the Qlearning algorithm demands a reinforcement signal, that is
     for learning the function, refer [18] for
more details of convergence issues of the Q-learning algorithm. Actor-critic type algorithms are simulation-based
version of the policy iteration. The linear system of equations in step 1 is replaced by an iterative scheme for its solution








 

  

  





 (15)

where  is being updated for each ﬁxed , the value
(which is 
) is then passed to step2 for updating the policy. The crux of the algorithm proposed in [8]
is to achieve this two-tier structure by using two different time scales is as follows. We operate with stationary
randomized policies rather than stationary policies. Let
   be decreasing sequences in (0,1) satisfying



  
   
  . Fix   and let  denote the projection of  ,  -vector (          ) onto
               .
the simplex 
The algorithm starts with an initial pair   and   ,

,    , and iterates according to



  



   

  







  

    

    

    

 

   






(16)

     


     
  

(17)

Evaluating the value function for a particular policy is considered as criticism and updating the present policy is considered as action, that is why it is called as actor-critic algorithm, refer [8] for convergence issues of the actor-critic
algorithm.

3 Single Seller Model
Figure 1 depicts the single-seller case. Here, we have
a seller who wishes to maximize his revenue by using dynamic pricing methodology. We assume the following:

The seller maintains a ﬁnite inventory of the product.
 is the maximum inventory. The seller follows
a naive, ﬁxed reorder policy whereby, each time the
inventory level drops to a level , he would order a
replenishment of size  . The replenishment
lead time (time elapsed between placement of replenishment order and the arrival of the items) exponentially distributed.



The seller uses both price-dispersion by changing the
price ( ) of a unit of the product dynamically. Also
the seller uses price discrimination through volume
discounts. For the purposes of this paper, we assume
volume discounts of the type: buy-two-get-three (pay
  for 3 units of the product). More general varieties of volume discounts can also be modeled.
The buyers are distinguished into two categories, following Varian [17]: captives and shoppers. Captives
are mature buyers whose buying patterns are not inﬂuenced by availability or otherwise of volume discounts.
We assume they always buy one unit of the product.
On the other hand, shoppers are inﬂuenced by and go
after volume discounts. We assume  percent of the
buyers are captives and the rest are shoppers. Captives
wait in Queue1 and shoppers wait in Queue2.
Captives are given higher priority by the sellers in the
following sense: if the item is not available in inventory when a captive arrives, the seller would provide
the incoming captive with a price quote and lead time
quote. If the quoted lead time and price are within his
interest, he will commit to purchasing the item (if the
lead time  0 then he has to wait in Queue1), otherwise he leaves the system. An incoming shopper does
not get a quote regarding lead time or price. A shopper
may choose to wait in Queue2 if he likes the present
price  and he can balk from Queue2 according to an
exponentially distributed waiting time if he does not
get service within that time. If a shopper is offered the
item then he has to pay that price  (if shopper does
not like the price then also he can balk from the system).
Let us consider the revenue optimization problem of the
seller in the above model. To describe the state of the system, we use queue lengths and the inventory level at the
seller (     ). The possible set of actions at any
state is the set A, from which seller can choose a price  
to display. The prices will be changed whenever a customer
enters (or leaves) and whenever a replenishment arrives at
the seller inventory. Let   be the transition probability
of the system from state  to state  when pricing action 
at state , and transition time from  to  be according to a
distribution  . The rest of the sellers in the market and
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Figure 2. Q-Function
Figure 1. Single-seller Model
the distributor have indirect inﬂuence on these distributions
and cannot be expressed explicitly. Let     denote the
reward to the seller for pricing action  at state  and if it
results state  . The value function (discounted expected reward) for any stationary policy   
:


      



   

 

(18)

Where    is the expected immediate reward at state
 and policy  . Where (which takes values from set [0,1])
is the discount factor on future cumulative reward   
if system transfers from  to  . We assume that ’s value
depends on   and time ( ) taken for the system to move
from state  to state  . So the expected value of the random
variable    can be written as
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Bellman’s optimality condition can be written as
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(21)

Let us consider the learning problem of the seller in the
above model. We assume that the seller does not have any
information about the strategies of other sellers in the retail
market and preferences of the buyers who are approaching
the retail market. We use stochastic approximation counterpart of the value iteration algorithm, that is Q-learning

          



    



   

 (22)

Where  is the sample time taken by the system for moving from state  to state  while collecting samples by doing simulation. If seller takes action  at state  and system moves to state  then     is the reward (amount of
business done + inventory holding cost) to the seller, while
collecting samples by doing simulation.

3.1 Simulation Experiment for Single Seller Market
We use Q-learning algorithm [18] for learning the best
strategy at every state of the system. We simulate and study
the above model as shown in Figure 1, by considering action (price) set  = 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 12.2,
12.5, 13 , maximum queue lengths are assumed to be for
both Queue1 and Queue2. The maximum inventory level is
with ﬁxed reorder (of size 10) point at
assumed to be

. There are 161 states in the state space of this process. We assume that    , that is, 20 percent of the
incoming consumers are captives. We consider consumers
arriving in Poisson fashion with mean inter-arrival time 30
minutes, and zero service time at the seller. Private values of
upper limits on price and waiting time for an incoming consumer are uniformly distributed over (8, 14], (0, 12 hours]
respectively. We consider exponential replenishment lead
time for reorders with a mean of 10 hours. The frustrated
shopper drops out of the system with an exponential waiting time having a mean of 5 hours. Q-function values are
shown in Figure 2, where Q values are plotted against (state,
action) pairs. By knowing the Q-function seller can easily
compute the best possible prices for a given situation (state).
We use  greedy policy [15] while using the Q-learning algorithm, with discount factor  set at 0.001.





 

algorithm.
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4

Two Seller Model

Figure 3 depicts the two-seller case. Here, two competing
sellers wish to maximize their respective revenues by using
RL-based adaptive behavior. All assumptions about individual sellers and buyers are the same as explained in the
single seller model. We further assume that every captive
is associated with a utility function that combines price and
delay in a form:

      


   .
where

 if 

, 

(23)

 otherwise and

Each buyer has his own upper-limits,   ,
on price and waiting time respectively and are assumed to
be i.i.d and uniformly distributed over intervals   
and   . A captive buys from a seller where his utility is more and positive. If the captive cannot ﬁnd positive
utility then, he drops from the system. Since an incoming shopper does not get a quotation regarding lead time or
price, the shopper observes the prices at both the sellers and
joins in a queue (Queue2 or Queue4), where the price is
less and with in his price limits and he can balk from those
queues according to some waiting time distribution (exponentially distributed), if he does not get service with in that
time. If a shopper is offered the item he has to pay that
time price  or  . If the shopper does not like the price
then he can leave the system or balk to the other shop if
gets the item immediately and at a lower price. We assume
that each seller is equipped with a mechanism to observe
queue status and inventory at the other seller. Since the system is simultaneously controlled by more than one decision
maker, we model the above problem as a stochastic game
with state description (     ). Sellers simul-

taneously choose actions from the grid  . The possible
set of actions at any state is the set
   , from
  )
which the ﬁrst seller chooses prices ( and 
and the second seller chooses prices ( and 
  ).
The prices will be changed whenever a customer enters (or
leaves) the system and on arrival of an inventory lot to one
of the seller’s shop from the distributor. Let   be the
transition probability of the system from state  to state 
when pricing action  at state  is chosen.     
is player  reward if both the players choose action vector
     at state  and the system moves to the state
 . Since our aim aim is to consider the game when transition structure is not known, and employ simulation-based
approximation methods based on reinforcement learning,
we need the following formal development of a Markovian
game. Let   be the Markovian game and     
be the sequence of event epochs, with  denoting an instance when either a departure or arrival of a buyer at any
of the two sellers or arrival of inventory at any of the two
sellers happens. We use  to denote  and  to denote
 . Let        (   be any stationary randomized strategy pair of the players.   denotes
the space of distributions over . The policy evaluation
function of player    is as follows.

  

 

½





 ½   ½

        

  (24)
where  is the control process at event epoch  with
law as prescribed by the stationary randomized policy  .
We call the policy    a Nash equilibrium if for every
        whenever,        for  . It


is known that a Nash equilibrium in this sense exists [4].
If we freeze the policies of one seller then it becomes a
Markov decision process for the other seller. These facts
motivate us to use actor-critic type of learning paradigm for
stochastic games to learn such strategies. Also, in the case
where both the sellers try to learn their Nash equilibrium
strategies following best response dynamics, it can be hoped
that both will converge to a Nash equilibrium if seller 1 observes seller 2 as quasi-static and seller 2 observes seller 1
as playing equilibrium strategy in their pursuit for mutual
best responses. With this intuition, we devise two similar
actor-critic (one actor and one critic for each seller) learners that operate on different time scales for updates.
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(25)

     

Figure 4. Seller 1 Policy Function

    
   

         
 


    

Figure 5. Seller 2 Policy Function

5 Conclusions and Future Work
(26)

In addition to the standard condition       
  and      for making seller 2 as a slower
learner. The assumption that one seller is a faster learner
than the other is a valid model when the competing sellers
differ in their information acquisition capabilities.

4.1 Simulation Experiment for Two Seller Market
We assume the action (price) set = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
11.5, 12.5, 13, 13.5, 14, 14.5, maximum queue lengths are
5 at each queue, and maximum inventory is 10 at each seller,
with ﬁxed reorder (of size 5) point at   at each seller.
Rest of the system parameters are identical to that of the
previous model. We use two actor-critic learners with learning rate parameters              
  and     . The discount factor  is
set at 0.001. The system (no. of states are 3137) is simulated
over 12000 iterations. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the best
randomized strategies against (state, action) pairs, for seller1 and seller-2 respectively. Table 1 shows the convergence
strategies for two randomly picked states (5,5,0,0,0,10) and
(0,0,5,5,10,0) of both the sellers. It is interesting to note that
at state (5,5,0,0,0,10), seller-1 randomizes his prices in high
price domain and seller-2 randomizes his prices in low price
domain. This result can be explained as follows: since the
shop of seller-1 is overcrowded, he tries to discourage the
incoming buyers by displaying a high price. On the other
hand seller-2 does not have customers, so for reducing the
inventory cost he displays a low price for attracting more
incoming buyers. A reverse trend can be observed at the
state (0,0,5,5,10,0).

In this paper, we have shown how reinforcement learning
based techniques can be used in solving the dynamic pricing problem in retail markets. For the single-seller problem,
we used the Q-learning algorithm and for two-seller problem we used two actor-critic learners. The models can be
generalized to the case of more than two sellers. We believe
this is a promising approach to solving the dynamic pricing
problem in retail market environments where typically the
information available to the agents is very limited.
There are several directions for future work. First of all,
some of the assumptions made by us in the retail market
model need to be relaxed: (1) nature of volume discounts
(2) nature of inventory policy (3) assumptions regarding
shoppers and captives. Secondly, safety stock to be maintained by sellers can be introduced as a decision variable
and the model will then become much more interesting and
complex. Convergence of the learning algorithms used is
another important area of investigation which has engaged
researchers in machine learning for quite sometime now.
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